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 Using your Knowledge Organiser for homework 
• Your Knowledge Organiser contains the essential knowledge that every student must know. 

• Regular use of the Knowledge Organiser helps you to recap, revise and revisit what you have learnt in lessons. 

• The aim is to help remember this knowledge in the long term. 

• You will use the Knowledge Organiser to help learn during homework.  

• You will be assessed on the knowledge from your Knowledge Organiser; the more you revisit information the more likely it will 

be remembered for lessons, assessments and exams. 

 

• For each homework you will be asked to look at a particular section of your Knowledge Organiser.  

• Make sure you follow the homework timetable below so that you do the right homework for the right subjects each day. 

• Each day (Monday to Friday) you will study 3 subjects for 20 minutes each. You are also expected to spend 30 minutes per 

day reading. 

• All Knowledge Organiser homework is completed in your blue Knowledge Workbooks 

• All Maths homework is completed on SPARX and must be 100% completed each week. 

Homework Timetable Year 10 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Subject 1 Maths Maths Maths Option 1 English 

Subject 2 English Science English Science Science 

Subject 3  Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 2 Option 3 
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How to use your Knowledge Organiser 
In your blue knowledge book you will always write the date, subject heading and ensure that they are underlined with a ruler. 

Style 1: The Cover – Write – Check method 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Study the relevant section of your Knowledge Organiser for several minutes. 

2. Cover the Knowledge Organiser. 

3. In your blue book, write out what you can remember. 

4. Check the Knowledge Organiser to see if you got it right. 

5. Correct any mistakes in purple pen. 

6. Repeat the process – even if you got it 100% correct.  

7. Complete sections that you have previously studied using the same process. 

Style 2: Free recall 

1. Pick a section of the Knowledge Organiser you have studied recently. 

2. Without looking at the Knowledge Organiser write down everything you can remember about the topic. 

3. Check the Knowledge Organiser to see how much you got right. 

4. Correct any mistakes and add any missing parts in purple pen. 

Style 3: Elaboration 

1. Once you have completed the Cover – Write – Check method, add any additional details you can to your notes. 

2. Remember your Knowledge Organiser only contains the core knowledge, there is much to learn beyond it so practise adding 

more detail when you can.  

Cover Write Check 
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Beliefs and Values - Year 10 – Unit 1 – Life After Death 

Key Words 

Afterlife A new life that we live after we 
die.  

Akirah Islamic belief in life after death.  

Reincarnation / 
Reborn 

Being born again on earth as 
something / someone else.  

Mukti The escape from rebirth. 

 Soul / Spirit  The part of what makes us ‘US’ 
that is not physical. 

Samsara The cycle of life, birth, illness, 
ageing, death and rebirth. 

Judgement  A decision or opinion made 
about someone.  

Karma A teaching that states all actions 
will influence the next life.  

 

 

Religions   

  
Christianity 

  

  

• Christians believe in an eternal afterlife. 
• They believe that there are certain restrictions on a positive afterlife. 

• They believe certain behaviours can cause a negative afterlife. 

• Heaven is a place where Christians believe they go as a reward. It is a place with God. 

• Christians believe the afterlife is eternal and cannot be changed. 
• Christians believe that they will get into heaven by helping others and being a good ‘neighbour’. 

 
Judaism 

 

 

• Jews do not have any clear teaching about the life after death. It is not considered to be as important. 
• The rabbis teach that the soul leaves the body while a person is asleep and visits heaven to be refreshed. 
• Some believe people will be judged and go to paradise or hell when they die. 
• Others believe we will go to a dark place called Sheol and stay there forever after death. 
• Jews believe what is most important is how humans live their current life on earth. Whatever happens 

after death is in God’s hands. 

Buddhism  
 

 

• Buddhists believe that after death each person is reincarnated as another being. The new life is 
dependent on past actions and deeds. Karma plays a large role in determining what happens to people 
after they die. 

• Buddhists believe that everything in this life is temporary.  The spirit lives on in some form or another 
based on the choices made during life on earth. 

• There is no final resting place in Buddhism because the religion believes that everyone is on a journey that 
will never end until a person has reached complete enlightenment (true knowledge).  This is called nirvana 
and a place of perfect peace. 

• Nirvana is thought of as impossible to reach, so for most people the best they can hope for is to continue 
the cycle of life and do their best to become better humans. 

• Buddhists are taught to not be afraid of death because it is a natural experience that everyone must go 
through to pass from this life to the next. 

 
Sikhism  

 

 
 

• Sikhs believe in reincarnation. This means that a person’s soul may be reborn many times as a human or 
an animal. Therefore, for Sikhs, death is not the end.  

• Sikhs believe that there are 8,400,000 forms of life (humans, animals, plants) and that many souls have to 
travel though a number of these before they can reach God.  

• When something dies their soul is reborn. Only humans know the difference between right and wrong and 
so it is only when the soul is in a human being that there is a chance of the cycle being broken and their 
soul can stay with God. 

Hinduism 

  

• Hinduism teaches that any attempt to find permanent happiness in this world is silly. Hindus believe that 
when they die, they are reborn into a new body or life form where they must try to become better people. 

• Eventually when they have learnt all they can and become a perfect person they will be freed from this 
cycle and go to moksha (paradise). 

Islam  

 

• Muslims believe that on a day decided by Allah, life on earth will come to an end and Allah will destroy 
everything. On this day all the people who have ever lived will be raised from the dead and will be judged 
by God.  

• Muslims believe that they will remain in their graves until this day. 
• Allah will compare the good deeds a person has done in their life against the bad deeds. 
• If the good deeds outweigh the bad, the person will go to paradise (Jannah), a place of joy and bliss. 
• If the bad things outweigh the good, then the person will be punished in hell (Jahannam). When Allah is 

making a judgement, even a person’s intentions (niyyah) are taken into account. 
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 Instructions Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 
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Each week you 
will be tested on 

a mixture of 
definitions of key 

terms and 
spelling key 

terms.  
 

These terms will 
help your 

understanding of 
the novel and 
many can be 

used as quotes. 
 

You should 
practice using the 

vocabulary in 
your own writing! 

Key Terms 
 
Utterson 
Jekyll 
Hyde 
Lanyon 
Poole 
Sir Danvers Carew 
Reputation 
Respectability  
Victorian 
Gentlemen  
 
 

 
 

Key Terms 
 

Troglodytic 
Slatternly 
Quailed 
Metamorphosis 
Countenance  
Juggernaut 
Apothecary 
Sawbones 
Pedantic 
Disposition 
 

Key Terms 
 
Cronies 
Ignorant 
Abominable 
Irrepressible 
Transcendental 
Derided 
Prodigy 
Misbegotten 
Effervesce 
Signified 

Key Terms 
 
Animalistic 
Debased 
Degenerate 
Debauchery 
Depraved 
Savage 
Vicious  
Urban 
Subconscious  
Gothic 
 
 

Key Terms 
 
Elicited 
Mortify 
Legible 
Disquieted 
Melancholy 
Stringent 
Premature 
Abject 
Traversed 
Venture 

  Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 
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 Key Terms 
 
Duality 
Duplicity  
Antithesis  
Dichotomy  
Foil 
Opposite  
Conflicting 
Separate  
Secrecy 
Oxymoron 
 
 

Key Terms 
 
Succeeded 
Mien 
Infinite 
Doggedly 
Amiss 
Calamity 
Anguish 
Unseemly 
Mottled 
Pious 

Key Terms 
 

Moral 
Hue 
Flighty 
Enigma 
Honourable 
Distinguished  
Imperious  
Degrade  
Duplicitous  
Primitive  

Key Terms 
 
Supremacy  
Obligation  
Repugnant  
Redemption 
Bestial 
Infamous  
Unbridled  
Morality 
Perverted  
Supress 

Key Contextual Ideas 
 

Class 
Science 
Religion 
Darwinism 
Evolution  
Reputation  
Supernatural 
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Definitions 
 

Reputation The opinion people have about someone else Degenerate An immoral or corrupt person 

Respectability  Being accepted by society Debauchery  To partake in excessive alcohol, drugs, sex 

Victorian  In the reign of Queen Victorian (19th century) Depraved Morally corrupt/evil 

Gentlemen  A man of high class who behaves respectfully  Savage Ferocious, violent, uncontrolled (like an animal) 

Troglodytic Like a primitive, unevolved caveman Vicious  Deliberately cruel or violent 

Slatternly Dirty and untidy Urban City based 

Quailed To shake in fear Subconscious  Thoughts or actions that we make without realising 

Metamorphosis To change into something else Gothic A genre of literature, usually including horror and 
suspense 

Countenance  Physical appearance/expression Elicited To draw a reaction 

Juggernaut A powerful, unstoppable force Mortify To feel embarrassed or ashamed 

Apothecary A person who sells medicinal drugs Legible Clear and understandable  

Sawbones A doctor or surgeon Disquieted To be worried or uneasy 

Pedantic Concerned with tiny details and rules Melancholy To be depressed and sad 

Disposition A mood or general attitude to life Stringent Strict  

Cronies Friends  Premature Early  

Ignorant Rude or uneducated Abject Utter  

Abominable Disgusting or terrifying Traversed Travelled  

Irrepressible Uncontrollable  Venture A risky idea or gamble 

Transcendental Spiritual or other-worldly  Duality Two contrasting or opposite ideas 

Derided To criticise someone Duplicity  Lying or deceiving  

Prodigy A genius  Antithesis  a person or thing that is the direct opposite of 
someone or something else 

Misbegotten Badly planned Dichotomy  Two opposing parts of one person or thing 

Effervesce To bubble and fizz Foil A character who is used to contrast another 

Signified To indicate or communicate something Opposite  Completely different to something else 

Animalistic To be like an animal/uncivilised  Conflicting Two things that disagree or contradict each other 

Debased To become worse Separate  To divide 
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Secrecy To hide the truth Obligation A duty to do something 

Oxymoron Two opposing terms e.g. bittersweet, deafening 
silence 

Supremacy  A duty to do something 
To feel above others in terms of authority, power 
and status 

Succeed To achieve your goal Repugnant  Disgusting or distasteful  

Mien A person’s appearance or behaviour Redemption To be saved from sin or evil 

Infinite Unending  Bestial Like a beast or animal 

Doggedly Stubbornly and persistently, not giving up Infamous  To be famous for evil deeds 

Amiss Something that is not quite right Unbridled  Uncontrolled  

Anguish Emotional pain Perverted  To participate in sexually abnormal or unacceptable 
sexual activities  

Unseemly Not behaving appropriately  Supress to put an end to or hide something 

Mottled Blotchy/spotty 

Pious Strictly religious  

Moral To do the right thing 

Hue Colour  

Flighty Thoughtless and irresponsible 

Enigma A mystery 

Honourable Being honest, fair and deserving praise and respect 

Distinguished  Successful and demanding respect 

Imperious  Arrogant and demanding 

Degrade  To treat with disrespect 

Duplicitous  To be a deceitful character 

Primitive  Unevolved, animal-like, uncivilised  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These are all more sophisticated ways of writing in your 

essay, “This shows that……”. It is the verb choice that has 

changed. 

This emphasises….. 

This suggests…. 

This indicates…. 

This demonstrates…. 

This portrays… 

This conveys… 
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Inspiring Excellence- Developing Revision Skill 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trampled Calmly  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Research: 

What was life like in Victorian England? Make a poster about the following:  

Life for the working class/servants, crime & Jack the Ripper, technological advances, the lives of upper class gentlemen 

Narrative writing practise  

1. Re-write one chapter of Jekyll and Hyde from the perspective of Dr 

Jekyll.   

2. Write a story with the opening line “As usual it was hot and dry on 

the day ………..” based on this image  
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  …
 

“Like a city in a 
nightmare” 

“ape-like fury” 

“Hissing intake” 

“the red baize door 

leaped against the lock 

and hinges” 

“Like a damned 
juggernaut” 
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Y10C1 Key Maths Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

Use this guide to make sure you know what to do, when to do it and how to do it: 

 

 

 

We want you to do well with your maths and doing Sparx will help. 

If you’ve tried something, watched the video and are still not sure how 

to do something make sure you ask for help! 

You’re expected to complete it every week and catch up if you haven’t. 
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Y10HC1 Key Maths Knowledge – Foundation 

  

Item Description 

Proportion 
Use unitary 
method 

Work out what ONE is worth. 
example: If a recipe for 8 buns needs 160g butter  
then 1 bun will need  20g. 

Collect like 
terms 

Add/subtract terms which are the same type 
example    5a + 7b + 2a  - 6b + 11 =  7a + b + 11 

Simplify 
fractions 

Make the values as small as possible 
12

18
 = 

2

3
     

 

Convert 
fractions  

    mixed number 2
3

4
=

11

4
 top-heavy (improper) fraction 

Add or 
Subtract 
fractions 

The denominators must be the same 

example     
2

3
+

4

5
=

10

𝟏𝟓
+

12

𝟏𝟓
=

22

15
= 1

7

15
 

Multiply 
Fractions 

Multiply the numerators and the denominators  

example         
2

3
 x 

4

5
  = 

2×4

3×5
 = 

8

15
   

Solve an 
Equation 

Use inverse (opposite) operations to both sides to find the value 

Inequality on 
a number line 

                  x > 2                                                    3 ≤ x < 6 
 
  

 

Percentage % 
of an amount 

To find 10% divide by 10 
example 10% of 70 = 7          so     20% of 70 = 14 

Trigonometry 
– finding 
lengths of 
sides and 
sizes of 
angles using 
sin cos tan 
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Angle Facts 

Angles together around a 
point add up to 360° 

Angles together on a 
straight line add up to 180° 

Vertically opposite angles 
are equal 

   

Corresponding Angles on 
Parallel lines are equal 

Alternate Angles on Parallel 
lines are equal 

Co-Interior Angles on 
Parallel lines add up to 180o 

   

Angles in a triangle add up to 180o Base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal 

  

Area Formulas – Area is the space inside a shape 

Area of a rectangle 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 × ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 

Area of a triangle 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =
1

2
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 × ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 

 
 

Area of a parallelogram 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 = 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 × ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 
 
 

Area of a trapezium 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑢𝑚 =
1

2
(𝑎 + 𝑏) × ℎ 

 

Area of a circle 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝜋 × 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠2  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

base 

height 

base 

height 

h 
a 

b 

180° 
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Y10HC1 Key Maths Knowledge – Higher 

  

Item Description 
Direct proportion 
formulae 

𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 
𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥2 
𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥3 

𝑦 = 𝑘√𝑥 

y is proportional to x 
y is proportional to the square of x 
y is proportional to the cube of x 
y is proportional to the square root of x 

Inverse proportion 
formulae 

𝑦 =
𝑘

𝑥
 

𝑦 =
𝑘

𝑥2 

𝑦 =
𝑘

𝑥3 

𝑦 =
𝑘

√𝑥
 

y is inversely proportional to x 
 
y is inversely proportional to the square of x 
 
y is inversely proportional to the cube of x 
 
y is inversely proportional to the square root of x 

Shapes of graphs  

 
Irrational number/Surd A number that cannot be written as a fraction. Usually written 

as the square root of a number. 

Eg. √2 is irrational but √4 is not 
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Circle theorems 

The angle at the centre is 
double the angle at the 
circumference 

Angles subtended by the 
same chord are equal 

The opposite angles of a 
cyclic quadrilateral sum to 
180o 

   
The angle in a semicircle is 
90o 

The angle between a 
tangent and a chord is equal 
to the angle in the alternate 
segment 

The angle between a 
tangent and a radius is 90o 
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Lessons 1 & 2 
Homeostasis & Organisation of the Nervous System 

 

Lessons 3 & 4 
Neurones & Synapses 

Lessons 5 & 6 
Required Practical- Reaction Times 

 & Reflex Actions 

 
Homeostasis is the maintenance of a constant internal 
environment to ensure optimal conditions for enzyme 
action and cell function. 
 
Examples of factors we need to control are blood sugar 
levels, blood water levels, body temperature 
 
There are 3 parts to a homeostatic control system; 
Receptors, Co-ordination centre and Effectors. 
 
The Central Nervous System (CNS) is the brain & spinal 
cord.  
 
The Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) carries nerve 
impulses around the body. 
 
Receptors detect a stimulus. 
Examples are Eyes, Ears, Skin, Tongue, Nose 
 
Effectors carry out a response.  
 
There are 2 types of effector  
 
Muscles – contract 
 
Glands - produce a hormone 
 

 
Sensory neurones take impulses from the receptor 
to the CNS. 
 
Relay neurones pass the impulse around the CNS. 
 
Motor neurones carry impulses from the CNS to an 
effector. 
 
 
The gap between 2 neurones is called a Synapse. 
 
A nerve impulse reaches the end of a neurone.  
 
Neurotransmitters are chemicals that pass across 
the gap. 
 
Once the chemicals reach receptors on the next 
neurone the impulse can continue on its way. 
 

 
You will investigate the Effect of Practice on Reaction 
Time. 
 
Independent variable: the amount of practice  
 
Dependent variable: reaction time 
 
Control variable: partner, ruler, how the ruler is 
dropped, where the measurement is taken, the use of 
dominant hand, hand resting on the table. 
 
Reflex actions are automatic and very quick they do 
not involve the conscious part of the brain to save 
time eg… 

• coughing  
• sneezing 
•  blinking 
• moving quickly to prevent injury 

 
Messages sent by the nervous system are quicker and 
shorter lasting than messages sent by hormones. 
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Lesson 1 
The Endocrine System 

 

Lesson 2 
Controlling Blood Sugar Levels 

Lesson 3  
Diabetes 

 

 
The Endocrine System Is a communication system in 
the body. It uses blood to transport chemical 
messengers (hormones) throughout the body. 
 
Hormones are made and released by glands. 
The hormones are detected by receptors on target 
organs. 
 
The Pituitary Gland is called the “Master Gland” 
 

• It secretes lots of different hormones in to 
blood eg FSH, LH and Growth Hormone. 

• These hormones in turn act on other glands 
to turn them on so they can release 
hormones to bring about effects. 
 

Thyroid gland- Thyroxine- controls metabolism, 
growth and development. 
 
Adrenal gland- Adrenaline- fight or flight response 
in times of stress.  
 
Ovaries- Oestrogen and Progesterone- control 
female menstrual cycle. 
 
Testes- Testosterone - sperm production 
 
Pancreas- Insulin and Glucagon- control blood sugar 
level. 

 
The Pancreas produces hormones the control 
blood sugar/ glucose levels. 
 
Foods containing carbohydrate put glucose into 
the blood. 
 
If our blood sugar levels go too high the Pancreas 
releases Insulin. 
 
Insulin converts glucose into glycogen. 
 
Glycogen is stored in the liver and muscles. 
 
Blood glucose levels go back down to normal 
levels. 
 
HIGHER TIER ONLY 
 
When blood sugar is too low GLUCAGON is 
released into the blood by the Pancreas 
 
Glucagon makes the liver convert glycogen into 
glucose. 
 
Glucose is released into the blood  
 
Blood sugar levels rise back to normal levels. 

 
Diabetes is a medical condition where you can’t 
control blood sugar levels. 
 
Type 1 Diabetes 
 
Usually starts as a baby or early childhood. 
Pancreas doesn’t produce enough insulin 
 
So, glucose is not taken out of the blood and converted 
to glycogen for storage so blood glucose levels increase. 
This can cause damage to your organs eg heart. 
 
It is treated by using regular insulin injections 
 
Type 2 Diabetes. 
 
Can occur at any age linked to obesity. 
 
Either the pancreas slowly stops producing enough 
insulin or the liver or other cells become insulin 
resistant so the cells don’t respond to insulin in the 
right way  
 
Glucose is not converted to glycogen so blood sugar 
levels stay high. 
 
Treat by reducing levels of carbohydrate in diet and 
doing more exercise. 
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Lesson 4  
Hormones of Reproduction 

 

Lesson 5  
Contraception 

 

Lesson 6 
Uses of Hormones and Negative Feedback 

(HIGHER TIER ONLY) 

 
Puberty- when the body starts to produce sex 
hormones. 
 
Male Hormone- Testosterone is produced by the 
testes it stimulates the production of sperm. 
 
4 Female Hormones- Control the menstrual cycle 
which lasts approx. 28 days 
 
Days 1-4: Uterus lining breaks down (menstruation) 
Days 5-13: Uterus lining builds up and egg matures 
Day 14: Egg is released from ovary (ovulation) 
Days 15-28: Uterus lining remains thick so fertilised 
egg can implant. 
If the egg is not fertilised the cycle starts again 
 
Pituitary gland produces: 
Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) causes 
maturation of an egg in the ovary. 
Luteinising hormone (LH) stimulates the release of 
the egg (ovulation) on Day 14 of the cycle 
 
Ovaries produce  
Oestrogen and Progesterone - involved in the 
growth and maintaining the uterus lining. 

 
Contraceptives prevent the sperm fertilising the 
egg. 
 
Hormonal Contraceptives. 
 
Oral contraceptives (the Pill) contain hormones 
to stop FSH production so that no eggs mature. 
 
Injection, implant or skin patch of slow release 
progesterone to prevent ovulation for a number 
of months or years. 
 
Non-Hormonal Contraceptives 
 
Barrier methods such as condoms and 
diaphragms prevent the sperm reaching an egg. 
 
Intrauterine device (IUD) prevent the 
implantation of an embryo. 
 
Spermicides kill sperm 
 
Abstaining from sex when a woman is fertile. 
 
Surgical methods male and female sterilisation. 

 
Fertility Treatment - FSH and LH are given to a 
woman to increase chance of pregnancy.. 
 
In Vitro Fertilisation (IVF) Treatment. 
• FSH and LH are injected into a woman to stimulate 
the maturation of several eggs. 
• The eggs are collected from the mother and 
fertilised by sperm from the father in the lab. 
• The fertilised eggs develop into embryos. 
• One or two embryos are inserted into the 
mother's uterus (womb). 
 
Drawbacks of IVF  
emotionally and physically stressful, not always 
successful & can lead to multiple births which are a 
risk to both the babies and the mother 
 
Negative Feedback 
High levels of Thyroxine in bloodstream. 
Pituitary gland releases TSH 
Thyroid gland stops releasing Thyroxine. 
Thyroxine levels drop. 
TSH levels fall. 
Thyroxine is released so levels rise again. 
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Lessons 1 
 Hydrocarbons - Alkanes 

 

Lessons 1 continued 
Hydrocarbons - Alkenes 

 

Lessons 2 
Properties of Hydrocarbons 

• Crude oil is a mixture. It contains hundreds of different 
compounds called hydrocarbons. 

• Hydrocarbon are compounds made of only hydrogen 
and carbon. 

• Alkanes are hydrocarbons.  
• All the atoms are bonded by single bonds so they are 

called saturated compounds. 
• They have the general formula for the homologous 

series of Alkanes CnH2n+2. 

• Alkenes are hydrocarbons (made up of 
carbon and hydrogen) with a carbon-
carbon double bond (C=C).  They have 
the general formula CnH2n  

• They are unsaturated compounds. 
• Alkenes – used to make polymers 
• Alkanes  - used as fuels 
 

 
Pointers to help you name hydrocarbons: 

1. Remember the prefix: (meth, eth, 
prop, but, pent, hex, hept, oct, non 
and dec) 

2. Remember to use capital C and H 
for drawing the displayed formula! 

3. Remember that the ‘-’ represents 
bonds!  

4. Remember that the numbers in the 
formulae are on the floor and not 
in the sky. E.g. CH4 NOT CH4 

 
• Boiling point – the temperature at which the liquid 

boils or the gas condenses 
• Volatility – the tendency for a substance to turn 

into a gas 
• Viscosity – how easily a substance flows 
• Flammability – how easily a substance burns  
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Lessons 3 
Fractional Distillation 

Lessons 4 
Combustion 

Lessons 5 
Cracking 

 

A fraction is a set of hydrocarbon molecules of 
similar size and similar boiling points 
Fractional distillation is used to separate crude oil 
into simpler, more useful mixtures. This method can 
be used because different hydrocarbons have 
different boiling points. 

 
During the fractional distillation of crude oil: 
heated crude oil enters a tall fractionating column, 
which is hot at the bottom and gets cooler towards 
the top. Vapours from the oil rise through the 
column. Vapours condense when they become cool 
enough liquids are led out of the column at different 
heights. 

Hydrocarbon fuels can undergo complete 
combustion or incomplete combustion, 
depending on the amount of oxygen available. 
 
Combustion is the burning of a fuel and is an 
exothermic reaction. 
 
Complete combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel 
happens when there is a good supply of oxygen 
to produce carbon dioxide and water and 
the maximum amount of energy is given out. 
 
propane + oxygen → carbon dioxide + water 
 

C3H8 + 5O2 → 3CO2 + 4H2O 

Incomplete combustion happens when the 
supply of oxygen is low.  
 
Water is still produced, but carbon monoxide 
and carbon (Soot) are produced. 
 
Less energy is released than during complete 
combustion. 
 
Carbon monoxide is a poisonous gas. 

Cracking is a reaction in which larger saturated 
hydrocarbon molecules are broken down into 
smaller, more useful hydrocarbon molecules, some 
of which are unsaturated. It starts with alkanes and 
the products of cracking include alkanes and 
alkenes. 
 
e.g. Hexane can be cracked to form butane and 
ethene: 
hexane → butane + ethene 
C6H14 → C4H10 + C2H4 
 
Catalytic cracking uses a temperature of 
approximately 550 °C and a catalyst known as a 
zeolite which contains aluminium oxide and silicon 
oxide. 
Steam cracking uses a higher temperature of 
approximately 550 °C and no catalyst. 
 
Cracking is important as it helps to match the supply 
of fractions with the demand for them it produces 
alkenes, which are useful as feedstock for the 
petrochemical industry. 
 
Chemical test for Alkenes (unsaturated 
hydrocarbons) 
Alkenes will react with bromine water and turn it 
from orange/brown to colourless. This is the way to 
test for a double C=C bond in a molecule. 
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Lessons 1 
Pure and Impure Substances 

 

Lessons 1 continued 
Pure and Impure Substances 

 

Lessons 2 
Chromatography 

 
The word pure is used in chemistry in a 
different way from its everyday meaning. For 
example, shops sell cartons labelled as 'pure' 
orange juice. The label means that the 
contents are just orange juice, with no other 
substances added. However, the juice is not 
pure in the chemical sense, because it 
contains different substances mixed together. 
In chemistry: a pure substance consists only 
of one element or one compound, a mixture 
consists of two or more different substances, 
not chemically joined together. 
Different types of chemical substance - an 
element contains just one type of atom, a 
compound contains two or more types of 
atom joined together, a mixture contains two 
or more different substances that are not 
joined together the different substances in a 
mixture can be elements or compounds. 
 
Pure substances have a sharp melting point 
but mixtures melt over a range of 
temperatures. This difference is most easily 
seen when the temperature of a liquid is 
measured as it cools and freezes. 

 
A formulation is a mixture which has been designed as a 
useful product. Formulations are all around us, for 
example: Fuels, cleaning products, paints, medicines, alloys, 
fertilisers, foods.  
In a formulation, every chemical has been added in a 
carefully measured amount. Each chemical has a specific 
purpose in the formulation. 

Paper chromatography is used to separate mixtures of 
soluble substances and to provide information on the 
possible identity of the substances present in the mixture. 
These are often coloured substances such as food 
colourings, inks, dyes or plant pigments. 
Phases - Chromatography relies on two different 'phases': 
The mobile phase is the solvent that moves through the 
paper, carrying different substances with it.  
The stationary phase is contained on the paper and does 
not move through it. The different dissolved substances in 
a mixture are attracted to the two phases in different 
proportions. This causes them to move at different rates 
through the paper.  
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Lesson 2 Continued 
Chromatography 

Lesson 2 Continued   
Required Practical 

Lesson 3 Gas Tests 
 

Interpreting a chromatogram Separation by 
chromatography produces a chromatogram. A 
paper chromatogram can be used to distinguish 
between pure and impure substances: A pure 
substance produces one spot on the 
chromatogram, an impure substance produces 
two or more spots. A paper chromatogram can 
also be used to identify substances by comparing 
them with known substances. Two substances 
are likely to be the same if: they produce the 
same number of spots, and these match in 
colour the spots travel the same distance up the 
paper (have the same Rf value). 
Rf values can be used to identify unknown 
chemicals if they can be compared to a range of 

reference substances. The Rf value is always the 
same for a particular substance if run in the 
same solvent system. 

Required practical Aim To investigate how paper chromatography 
can be used to separate and tell the difference between coloured 
substances. 
Method Draw a pencil line across the chromatography paper, 1 - 2 
cm from the bottom 
Use a pipette or capillary tube to add small spots of each ink to the 
line on the paper 
Place the paper into a container with a suitable solvent in the 
bottom 
Allow the solvent to move through the paper, but remove the 
chromatogram before it reaches the top 
Allow the chromatogram to dry, then measure the distance 
travelled by each spot and by the solvent 
Results Record your results in a suitable table. 
Analysis 
Calculate the Rf value of each spot. Compare the Rf values and 
colours of each spot in the inks. Describe their similarities and 
differences. 
Evaluation Question - Explain why the distances travelled by each 
spot were measured in mm, rather than in cm. 
Hazards, risks and precautions 

Hazard Possible 
harm Possible precaution 

Harmful solvent Skin irritation Avoid skin contact, eg wear gloves 

Harmful solvent Breathing 
difficulties 

Ensure adequate ventilation or use a fume 
cupboard 

 

Oxygen O2 - Glowing splint 
held in a test tube, the 
splint relights 
 
 

Hydrogen H2- 
Lighted splint held 
in a test tube, a 
squeaky pop 
sound heard 
 
 

Carbon 
dioxide CO2- 
Gas bubbled 
through 
limewater, 
the 

limewater turns milky or cloudy white 
 

Chlorine CL2- 
Damp litmus 
paper held in a 
test tube  
the paper turns 
white. 
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Lessons 1 & 2 
 Coservation of mass & relative Formula mass 

Lessons 3 & 4 
Percentages , uncertainty, mean and range 

Lessons 5 
Moles  

 
• Atoms are the smallest parts of pure substances 

called elements. 
• Atoms cannot be created or destroyed. 
• The number of atoms present in the reactants 

are the same as the number in the products. 
• Due to the law of conservation we have to 

balance symbol equations by putting numbers in 
front of the formula.  

• Due to the law of conservation we can calculate 
unknown reactants or products.  

        Magnesium + Oxygen         Magnesium Oxide  
               10g      +      5g      =            ? 

Answer = 15 g 
 

• No substances can enter or leave a closed 
system.  

• Substances can enter or leave a non-enclosed 
system. 

• An element is a pure substance the only contains 
one type of atom. 

• A compound contains atoms from different 
elements chemically joined in a fixed 
composition. 

• The [Ar] is the relative atomic mass and is the 
number of protons added to neutrons  

• The [Mr] if the relative formula mass and is the 
[Ar] of each element in a compound added 
together.  

 
 
 

• Calculate the percentage of a total value  
• Calculate the percentage of an atom in a 

compound using the [Mr] 
• The Mean is the average of the numbers a 

calculated "central" value of a set of 
numbers.  

• Work out the mean of the following set of 
data . 
                     7.5 , 6.5 , 4.8 , 5.7, 6.2 
Add them together: 
7.5 + 6.5 + 4.8 + 5.7 + 6.2  = 30.7 
Divide 30.7 by the number of values: 
30.7 ÷ 5 = 6.14 

• The resolution of a measuring instrument is 
the smallest change in a quantity that gives a 
change in the reading that can be seen.  

• Uncertainty is the interval within which the 
true value of a quantity can be expected to 
lie.  

• Range =  largest value -  smallest value 
• Uncertainty = Range ÷ 2  

 
 

• Chemical amounts are measured in MOLES.  
• The MOLE is a unit like centimetres, (cm), grams 

, (g) or Metres ,(M).   
• The MOLE has its own symbol too, its mol. 
• A Mole measures the number of particles in the 

mass of a substance. 
• The number of atoms, molecules or ions in ONE 

MOLE of a substance is called the Avogadro 
constant.  

• Avogadro constant = 6.02 × 1023
  

• Number of particles = Avogadro constant × mol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The mass of one mole of a substance is equal to 
the [Ar] or [Mr] in grams. 

 

Moles ,(mol) = Mass , (g) 
                    [Ar] or [Mr] 

Mass, (g) 
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Lesson 6 
Reacting masses  

Lessons 7 
Concentration  

 
• 20g of magnesium reacts with oxygen to 

produce Magnesium Oxide . How much 
Magnesium Oxide will be produced ? 

• Step 1 Write the balanced symbol equation  
2Mg + O2    ->  2MgO 

 
• Step 2 Calculate the masses in reaction  

 
48g  + 32g   ->  80g 

 
• Step 3 work out what 1g produces by 

dividing through by 48g 
 

48g  + 32g    ->   80g 
48g     48g          48g 

 
=          1g  + 0.67g     ->   1.67g 

 
• Step 4 work out what 20 g of magnesium 

produces .  
X through by 20  
(20X 1g)  +  (20 X 0.67g) ->  (20 X 1.67g) 

20g  + 13.4g   ->  33.4g 
 
   
 

 
• A solution forms when a solute dissolves in 

a solvent. 
• The concentration of a solution is a measure 

of how 'crowded' the solute particles are.  
• The more concentrated the solution, the 

more particles it contains in a given volume. 
• The concentration of a solution can be 

shown in g/dm3 or mol/dm3. 
• Volume is measured in dm3. 
• 1 dm3 is the same as 1 litre or a 1000 cm3 .  
• A solution with a concentration of 0.5 g/dm3 

,has 0.5 grams dissolved in 1 dm3 . 
• Concentration =   Mass , (g) 

     g/dm3              Volume , (dm3) 
 

 

Mass, (g) 

Volume, 

(dm
3

) 
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Lesson 1  
Energy stores and transfers 

 

Lessons 2 
Gravitational potential   

Lesson 3 
Kinetic energy 

 
Stores of energy 

• magnetic 

• internal (thermal) 

• chemical 

• kinetic 

• electrostatic 

• elastic potential 

• gravitational potential 

• nuclear 
Types of energy transfer: 

• mechanical work - a force 
moving an object through 
a distance 

• electrical work - charges moving due to a potential 
difference 

• heating - due to temperature difference caused electrically 
or by chemical reaction 

• radiation - energy transferred as a wave, eg light and 
infrared - light radiation and infrared radiation 
are emitted from the sun 

Doing 'work' is the scientific way of saying that energy has been 
transferred. For example, a grazing cow, a firing catapult and a 
boiling kettle are all doing 'work', as energy is being transferred. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gravitational Potential energy: The energy of an object at 
height. The amount of gravitational potential energy gained 
by an object raised above the ground level can be calculated 
using the equation:  

𝑔. 𝑝. 𝑒 =  𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑥 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ  
𝑥 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 

[𝐸𝑝 =  𝑚 𝑔 ℎ ] 

gravitational potential energy, Ep, in joules, J  
mass, m, in kilograms, kg  
gravitational field strength, g, in newtons per kilogram, N/kg 
height, h, in metres, m 
 
Example: 
Calculate the gravitational potential energy gained by a child 
of mass 30kg when it climbs upstairs of height 2.0m. 
Ep = mass x g x height 
 = 30 x 9.8 x 2.0 
 = 588 J 
 
 

 

Kinetic energy:  
The kinetic energy of a moving object can be calculated using the 
equation: 

𝐾. 𝐸. =  0.5 𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑥 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑)2  

[𝐸𝐾 =  
1

2
 𝑚 𝑣2] 

Kinetic energy, EK, in joules, J Mass, m, in kilograms, kg Speed, v, in 
metres per second, m/s 
 
Example: 
A car with a mass of 1,500 kg travels at a speed of 20 m/s. Calculate 
the kinetic energy of the car. 
kinetic energy = 0.5 x mass x (speed)2 
   = 0.5 x 1500 x 202 
   = 0.5 x 1500 x 400 
   = 300,000 J 
 
The effect of Mass on Kinetic Energy: If the mass of an object 
doubles then it’s kinetic energy doubles. Mass is directly 
proportional to Kinetic energy. 
 
The effect of speed (velocity) on kinetic energy: If the velocity 
of an object doubles the kinetic energy increases by a factor 
of four. This is because velocity is squared in the Kinetic 
energy equation. 
 
Remember to Square route speed when rearranging the 
equation. 

𝐾. 𝐸. =  0.5 𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑥 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑)2 
 

(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑)2 =   
𝐾.𝐸.

0.5 𝑋 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
 

 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = √  
𝐾.𝐸.

0.5 𝑋 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
 

 

Energy can remain in the 

same store for millions 

of years or sometimes 

just for a fraction of a 

second. There are energy 

transfers going on all the 

time - whenever 

a system changes there 

is a change in the way 

some or all of the energy 

is stored. 

Transfers can be 

shown in diagrams 
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Lessons 4 
Elastic potential energy and transfers between 

stores 
 

Lessons 5 and 6 
Specific heat capacity 

 

Lessons 7 
Power 

 

Elastic potential energy:  
The amount of elastic potential energy stored in a stretched 
spring can be calculated using the equation: 

𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 
=  0.5 𝑥 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑥 (𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)2 

[𝐸𝑒 =  
1

2
 𝑘 𝑒2] 

(assuming the limit of proportionality has not been exceeded) 
elastic potential energy, Ee, in joules, J 
spring constant, k, in newtons per metre, N/m 
extension, e, in metres, m 
 
Example 
Robert stretches a spring 
with a spring constant of 3 
N/m until it is extended by 
50 cm. What is the elastic 
potential energy stored by 
the spring. 

Gravitational potential 
energy to Kinetic energy 
The Gravitational potential 

energy at the top of a slope 
is equal to the maximum 

kinetic energy at the 
bottom of the slope. This 
can be used to calculate 
maximum speed at the 

bottom. 

Kinetic energy to Gravitational potential energy 
The maximum kinetic energy of object as it leaves the ground is 
equal to the maximum Gravitational energy it can gain as it rises. 
This can be used to calculate the maximum possible height 
reached by the object. 

The specific heat capacity of a substance is the amount of 
energy required to change the temperature of one kilogram 
of the substance by one degrees Celsius. 
 
The amount of energy stored in or released from a system as 
its temperature changes can be calculated using the 
equation: 

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 =  
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑥 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑥  

𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 
[𝛥𝐸 =  𝑚 𝑐 𝛥𝜃] 

 
change in thermal energy, ΔE, in 
joules, J 
mass, m, in kilograms, kg 
specific heat capacity, c, in joules 
per kilogram per degree Celsius, 
J/kg°C 
temperature change, Δθ, in 
degrees Celsius, °C 
 
Example: Sadie is experimenting 
with a model steam engine. Before the 0.25 kg of water 
begins to boil it needs to be heated from 20°C up to 100°C. If 
the specific heat capacity of water is 4,180 J/kg°C, how much 
thermal energy is needed to get the water up to boiling 
point? 

Power is defined as the rate at which energy is transferred or 
the rate at which work is done. 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
  

 [𝑃 =  𝐸 / 𝑡] 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =  
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

[𝑃 =  𝑊 / 𝑡] 

Power, P, in watts, W 
Energy transferred, E, in joules, J 
Time, t, in seconds, s 
Work done, W, in joules, J 
An energy transfer of one joule per second is equal to a power 
of 1 watt. 
 
Example: A hair dryer transfers 48,000 J of energy in one minute. 
What is the power rating of the hairdryer? 

 

 

 

The work done climbing the 
stairs is equal to the gain in 
gravitational potential 
energy. Therefore, if you 
know your mass, the height 
of the stairs and the time 
taken you can calculate the power. 

 

 

 
 

 

The specific heat 

capacity of water is 

4,200 Joules per 

kilogram per degree 

Celsius (J/kg°C). This 

means that it takes 

4,200 J to raise the 

temperature of 1 kg 

of water by 1°C. 
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Lesson 8 
Conservation of Energy 

 

Lesson 9 
Efficiency  

Lessons 10 
Energy resources 

 
Conservation of energy 

Energy can be transferred usefully, stored or dissipated, 
but cannot be created or destroyed. 
During energy transfers in a closed system, there is no 
change to the total energy. 

 
Energy 

Dissipation: No system is perfect. Whenever there is a change 
in a system, energy is transferred and some of that energy 
is dissipated. Any energy that is not transferred to useful 
energy stores is said to be wasted because it is lost to the 
surroundings.  

• Electrical cables warming up are a good example of 
this. It is not useful to have hot wires behind a 
television as energy is dissipated to the surrounding 
air. 

• In a mechanical system, energy is dissipated when 
two surfaces rub together. Work is done 
against friction which causes heating of the two 
surfaces - so the internal (thermal) energy of the 
surfaces increases. Adding lubricant between the 
surfaces reduces this friction and so less heat is 
wasted, like on a conveyor belt for example. 

• Energy is usually lost by heating up the surroundings 
though sometimes energy is dissipated as sound 
waves. 

 

The energy efficiency for any energy transfer can be 
calculated using the equation: 

𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟

 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟
 

The energy supplied to a light bulb is 200 J. A total of 28 J of this 
is usefully transferred. How efficient is the light bulb? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Efficiency may also be calculated using the equation: 

𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
 

 

 

 

 

The main energy resources available for use on Earth include:  
Non-renewable: will runout can’t be replenished 

• fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) and  nuclear fuel 
Renewable: An energy resource that is being (or can be) 
replenished as it is used. 

•  bio-fuel, wind, hydroelectricity, geothermal, the 
tides, the Sun and water waves. 

The uses of energy resources include: transport, electricity 
generation and heating. 
 

Energy resource Environmental impact 

Fossil fuels (oil, 
coal and natural 
gases) 

Releases CO2 (causes global 
warming) 

Nuclear fuels 
Radioactive waste (needs to be 
disposed of safely) 

Bio-fuel 'Carbon neutral', so low impact 

Wind 
Takes up large areas that could be 
used for farming, some people say 
windmills spoil the view 

Hydroelectricity 
Local habitats are affected by the 
large areas that need to be flooded 
to build dams 

Geothermal Very low 

Tides 
Tidal barrages can block sewage 
which needs to go out to sea 

Sun Very little 

Water waves Very low 
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Lesson 1 
 Introduction to circuits 

 

Lessons 2 & 3 
Current, p.d. and resistance 

Lesson 4 
Required Practical – Resistance and the length of a 

wire 

 

 
 

• Charge is a property of materials. 
• It can be positive or negative and is measured in 

coulombs. Electrons have a negative charge. 
• Metals have a “sea” of delocalised/free 

“conduction electrons”. 
• These electrons can move through the material, 

causing a current. 
• Insulators do not have free electrons. 

 

charge flow = current x time 
Charge in Coulombs, C 
Current in Amperes, A 
Time in seconds, s 
 

 
 
energy transferred = charge x potential difference 
Energy transferred in Joules, J 
Charge in Coulombs, C 
Potential difference in Volts, V 

 
 
potential difference = current × resistance 
Potential difference in Volts, V 
Current in Amperes, A 
Resistance in Ohms, Ω 

 

• Resistance is a measure of how hard or easy it is for 
a current to flow. 

• The more resistance: 
• The lower the current will be for a given 

p.d. 
• The higher the p.d. will be needed for a 

particular current to flow. 
 

• You will investigate the relationship between the 
length of a wire and its resistance. 

 

 
 
• Independent variable: Length of wire in metres 
• Dependent variable: Resistance of wire in Ω 
• Control variable: Current, temperature, material of 

wire 
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Lessons 5 & 6 
Required Practical – I-V Characteristics 

Lesson 7 
Non-ohmic components 

 

Lessons 8 & 9 
Series and Parallel circuits 

 

• You will investigate the relationship between 
current and potential difference for circuit 
components 

• Ohm’s law states that the current through a 
resistor is directly proportional to the potential 
difference across it, at constant temperature. 

• A graph is directly proportional if a line of best 
fit is a straight line through the origin. 

 
Resistor: 

 
 
Filament lamp/bulb: 

 

Diode/LED: 

 
 
• Some components have a resistance that 

depends on an environmental factor. 
 
LDR: 

 
 
Thermistor: 

 

• In a series circuit, you have one component after 
another. All of the components are connected 
together by the same ‘loop’ of wire. 

 
• A parallel circuit is one where components are 

connected in separate loops – sometimes called 
branches.  

• Each component is placed along a different path. 

 
  

Series Parallel 

Current Same 
everywhere 

Shared between 
branches 

P.d. Shared 
between 
components 

Same in each 
branch (and equal 
to p.d. of the 
supply) 

Resistance Sum of 
individual 
resistances 

Less than the 
resistance of any 
one resistance 
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Lesson 10 
Required Practical – Resistance in series and 

parallel 

Lessons 11 & 12 
The 3-pin plug and mains electricity 

 

Lessons 13 & 14 
Electrical power and The National Grid 

 

• You will investigate how combinations of 
resistors in series and parallel behave 

 
• In series, current must flow through both 

resistors. It is harder to flow through both than 
to flow through either resistor individually, so 
the resistance increases. 

• In series: Rtotal = R1 + R2 
• In parallel, current can flow through both 

resistors at the same time. More current flows in 
the circuit than if only one of the resistors was 
there. As the p.d. remains constant, this means 
the total resistance must have decreased. 

 
Name of 
wire 

Colour Job 

Live Brown Supplies the 
alternating 
potential 
difference 

Neutral Blue Completes the 
circuit 

Earth Green/Yellow 
stripes 

Safety (can 
prevent shocks or 
fires) 

• A fuse is a thin wire in a glass tube designed 
to melt at a specific current. 

• Earthing means connecting the metal case of 
an appliance directly to the earth using a low 
resistance cable. 

• The UK mains supply is an alternating 
current supplied at a p.d. of 230 V and a 
frequency of 50 Hz. 

power = potential difference x current 
power = current2 x resistance 

 
Power in Watts, W 
 
• The National Grid is the system of cables and 

transformers that bring electricity to homes and 
businesses.  

 
• Transformers increase (step up) or decrease 

(step down) the potential difference of the 
electricity supply. 

• If the potential difference goes up the current 
goes down. (As power = current x p.d.) 

• If the current goes down, less energy is lost as 
heat in the wires. 

• (As power = current2 x resistance, half the 
current means ¼ the energy lost!) 
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